
ATKINSONS 1799 

 

THE LEGENDARY COLLECTION 

Atkinsons are proud to revive one of the most fabled perfumes from its historical archive, the heavenly White Rose. 

Originally launched in 1910, White Rose became a legend as the signature fragrance of Aleksandra Fedorovna Romanova 

of Russia. 

If it is said that a perfume can reveal more about a person than their handwriting, then no fragrance tells a more 

captivating tale than this one. So in befitting tribute Atkinsons’ most enchanting patron, this exquisite perfume, this time 

round is called White Rose de Alix. 

MODERN VINTAGES 

White Rose de Alix becomes the latest, and most sincerely romantic, addition to the Legendary Collection. 

All nine perfumes of the Collection are fabulous updates of truly outstanding and timeless fragrances. Exquisitely 

reinventing, and lovingly improving, the celebrated originals – these are fragrances that not only stand the test of time but 

stylishly stand up to it. 

THE VERY ROSE OF A WOMAN 

It was, said Alix, “clean” and “infinitely sweet”. 

A perfect encapsulation of the enchanting empress herself. 

 

Empress Aleksandra was widely regarded as the most beautiful consort on any throne with pellucid complexion, softly 

cascading hair and the finest features. Originally Alix of Hesse and by Rhine by birth, the young Alix was bestowed the 

Russian patronymic Aleksandra Feodorovna on becoming the wife of Tsar Nikolay II. 

Unusually for the time, the royal couple were deeply in love. Though diffident in court, her devotion to Nikolay was 

passionate and full hearted. Nikolay famously prioritized their private world above his imperial office and always called his 

tsarina, simply and affectionately, Alix. 

Flowers were another great passion of Alix and they arrived daily from the Riviera in voluminous bouquets. Her boudoir 

was known as “Le Cabinet Mauve de l’Imperatrice”, in homage to her famous partiality for all shades of purple. Amidst 

all of this fragrant abundance was the sanctuary of her dressing table. Pride of place amongst many family photographs 

atop her dresser was that of her grandmother, Queen Victoria. Next to the grand matriarch sat her beloved bottle of 

White Rose, housed in a beautiful customized bottle which resides today in the Tsarskoe Selo museum in St Petersburg. 

NOTEBOOK 

White Rose de Alix faithfully revives the romantic essence of its predecessor, with a ravishing update of the palette of 

ingredients. Blending the quintessential brightness of white rose with the sweet-citrus notes of raspberry and lychee, the 

fragrance’s opening radiates ethereal seduction. The warm chypre harmony of patchouli and white musk delivers sensual 

depth, whilst a bouquet of peony, freesia and jasmine petals lend shimmering garden freshness. Precious stigmas from the 

autumn flowering saffron crocus suffuse the softest warmth and distinctive golden color.  

Perfumer: Julie Pluchet (CPL)  

 

A romantic perfume of captivating sincerity 

Olfactive family: Floral Chypre  

Top: Raspberry, Lychee  

Heart: Rose, Peony, Freesia, Jasmine, Saffron  

Base: Patchouli, Musk, Vanilla, Labdanum  

 

Eau de Parfum – Natural Spray 100ml  

 


